
ALL SEASON PANEL SYSTEM
Like a chameleon, the multi-purpose door can be changed to
suit a different environment.

Use screen mesh panels in the spring and summer to allow fresh air in and
keep insects out. Replace mesh panels with vinyl or clear panels in the fall
and winter to create a solid barrier from the cold. Weldscreen PVC can
also be used to form a barrier against UV light.

High Speed & Easy To Install
In-tube motors allow the door to travel at speeds up to 14” per second.
Installs up to 40% faster than other screen doors. Mounts in jamb, on the
face of a wall, or around an existing overhead door.

Improve Work Environment     
Increase employee comfort while deterring theft and trespassing.

Safety Features
Bottom breakaway bar, optional photo-eye, and optional reversing edge.

Activation Styles
Spring-loaded tube or chain hoist for manual activation and in-tube or
external motors for automatic activation.

WARRANTYWARRANTY

MODULAR DOOR

MAXIMUM DOOR SIZE:
14’ wide x 14’ high
The ZIP-SPEED features a heavy-duty, high-
cycle, higher speed external jackshaft motor
that opens the door at a rate of 36” per second.
The ZIP-SPEED includes a 3 Button Station and
Photo Eye.

OPTIONS:
• NEMA-4 Upgrade
• Safety Reversing Edge
• Pullcord Station
• Remote Control
• Motion Sensors

ZIP-SPEED MODEL
NEW!

All-Season Modular Doors



Many IronGuard Safety Products are
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international patents. Products may change
without prior notice.
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MAXIMUM DOOR SIZES
Spring Loaded: 10’(3,048mm)
wide x 10’(3,048mm) high
Chain Hoist: 14‘(4,267mm) wide
x 14’(4,267mm) high
In-Tube Motorized:
14’(4,267mm) wide x
14’(4,267mm) high
External Motorized: 14’(4,267mm)
wide x 14’(4,267mm) high

PANEL MATERIALS
Standard panels are made of 17 x
11 PVC coated mesh: keeps flying
insects out while letting fresh air
flow in. Optional panels include
Blue Bird Mesh, 18.5 oz, 
22 oz, or 40 oz PVC coated vinyl in
a variety of stocked colors, clear
PVC, weldscreen PVC, or any
combination of the above. 

PHOTO EYE (OPTIONAL)
Increase safety by including a
Photo-Eye sensor, automatically
reversing the door when there is an
object in the door’s path. Optional
reversing edge is also available.

SAFETY BREAKAWAY BAR
Extruded aluminum bottom bar
breaks away, preventing injury to
personnel, and damage to the
screen and door tracks. Breakaway
bar is easily slid back into the track.

ALUMINUM VALANCE
(OPTIONAL)
Aesthetically pleasing aluminum valance
protects the drum and roll-up mechanism.

SIDE MESH PANELS 
(FOR STAND-OFF)
Mesh panels seal the area between the
wall and the door tracks, preventing
insects from flying in through the side.

ALUMINUM WIND
STIFFENERS
Extruded aluminum wind
stiffeners are up to 50%
stronger than other industry
models, helping to combat wind and
negative pressure.

MODULAR PANEL
CONSTRUCTION
Interchangeable door panels allowing for
quick and easy replacement or repair of
any panel.

EXTRUDED GUIDE
TRACKS
Custom guide tracks with
weatherseal and UHMW 
(Ultra-high-molecular-weight
polyethylene) inserts create a
tight seal between the screen
and track while reducing friction
and preventing black aluminum
dust.

ACTIVATION OPTIONS
Each fully automatic door comes with an
up/down rocker switch (In-Tube Motor) or
a three button wall station (External
Motor). Optional remote control activation
is available.

IronGuard's Modular Door is a flexible roll-up door system
that improves working environments and reduces energy
costs year round. Modular doors will aid in cutting energy
bills and eliminate loss of product or product damage due
to contamination. Modular doors can be mounted on
  interior or exterior openings and can be used in a variety

of applications. IronGuard's all-season modular design
allows for simple, in-house replacement of bug mesh
screens with solid vinyl, clear, or weldscreen panels,
creating  a controlled environment throughout the entire
year.

Bird Mesh (optional)Bug Mesh (standard)
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